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At the heart of Molten Store lies a deep 
appreciation for the power and sentiment 
behind gifting. We believe that a
well-chosen gift embodies more than just 
materiality—it encapsulates emotion,
and reflects one’s admiration for another. 
Whether you’re expressing a deep or new 
love, fostering old and new friendships, 
honouring family bonds, or just extending 
gestures of kindness, our guide is crafted to 
help you find that perfect, meaningful gift 
for every occasion. Our gifting
recommendations have been chosen with 
intention to ensure each are imbued with 
thoughtfulness and spark delight—no
matter the gift you choose. Join us in
embracing the joy of giving and making
every moment magic.

The Art of Gifting
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Gifts for
Your love
Whether for a new flame or a
lifelong love, these unique gifts
are imbued with sentiment and
romance to certify you as a
Very Thoughtful Gifter.

The Duet Cultured
Diamond Earring (Pair), $600

These studs offer just the right 
touch of sparkle for every day 
with a petite, yet distinct, duo
of cultured diamonds. 

SHOP

The Lovebird Curation, $295

Date night, in gift form with
sparkling topaz huggies, a pair of 
romantic heart charms, lip oil to 
stay kiss-ready and a set of question 
cards to strengthen your bond and 
keep the deep conversation flowing.

SHOP The Petit
Fleur Bracelet, $78

A romantic gesture
in gold, this minimal

floral-inspired bracelet is
a dream for everyday styling.

SHOP

The Nova Ring with 1.06ct
Rose Cut Pink Sapphire, $3,740

A forever-smooch in pink sapphire, 
this transfixing, minimalist ring is 

just as distinct as it is romantic.

SHOP

Save 10%
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The Love Letter Hoop
Earrings, $128

The sweetest date night
accessory these twinkling 
hoop earrings feature a
hidden message, and are a 
dream for styling unique
ear stacks.

SHOP

Magique Cologne, $64

With notes of warm
vanilla and wild orchid, 
this delightfully sweet
fragrance makes for
the perfect addition
to any gift.

SHOP

The Eve Yellow Gold
0.3ct Round Cultured 

Diamond Necklace, $990 
Eternally timeless, this 

classically elegant piece pairs 
beautifully with every look, 

style and occasion.
SHOP

The Letter White Gold
Cultured Diamond Stud
Earring (Single), $220

Nothing says ‘good gifting’
like personalisation, and with a
touch of cultured diamond, this stud
earring is as special as it is thoughtful.

SHOP

The June Ring with 1.82ct Hexagon 
Moss Tourmaline, $2,439

For a one-of-a-kind gift, this
tourmaline treasure enamours
with it’s vibrant green hue and
distinct hexagon shape.

SHOP

The Poe Yellow Gold 0.6ct 
Round Cultured Diamond

Earrings, $1,490

A classic pair of cultured
diamonds to adorn the ears 

all year round, this gift is 
set to be enjoyed eternally.

SHOP

The Droplet
Pearl Huggies, $118

Sleek gold huggies
that shimmer with kisses

 of pearl. The perfect everyday 
staple, this gift will be adored.

SHOP

The Solid Gold
Zodiac Diamond
Bracelet, $320

With a sparkling cultured
diamond, this sweet zodiac
bracelet is a timeless treasure 
with a personalised touch.

SHOP
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The Solid Gold Zodiac Diamond Bracelet ($320)
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HEIRLOOM GIFTING
For festive celebrations like no other, these one-of-a-kind

treasures will bring unending joy.



The Juniper Ring with 
1.05ct Oval Parti
Sapphire, $4,980

SHOP

The Celine Ring with
0.87ct Oval Ceylon
Sapphire, $4,500

SHOP

The 
sapphire
edit
Whether shining in classic blue,
or a more surprising hue, these
sapphire rings will deliver on a 
lifetime of eye-catching delight.

The June Ring with 2.1ct 
Oval Sapphire, $7,220

SHOP

The Nova Ring with
1.2ct Rose Cut Purple

Sapphire, $3,665

SHOP 

The Flora Ring with
1.03ct Oval Ceylon
Sapphire, $6,510

SHOP

The Toi Et Moi Ring with 
0.8ct Pear Ceylon Sapphire 

& 0.63ct Cushion Cognac 
Diamond, $4,880

SHOP
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The 
diamond
edit
For a sparkling surprise, these 
timelessly distinct diamond rings 
will have them enamoured forever.

The Ada Ring with
1.84ct Pear Cognac
Diamond, $10,170

SHOP

The Cosima Ring with
0.57ct Round Cultured

Diamond, $2,870

SHOP 

The Toi Et Moi Ring
with 0.26ct Round and 
0.42ct Pear Cultured

Diamonds, $3,690

SHOP

The June Ring with 1.33ct 
Pear Diamond, $10,130

SHOP

The Florence Ring
with 1.97ct Oval Black

Diamond, $4,060

SHOP

The June Ring with
1ct Cushion Yellow
Diamond, $7,160

SHOP
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The Vera Ring
with 1.47ct Emerald
Aquamarine, $6,470

SHOP

The Iris Ring with 2.29ct 
Oval Morganite, $3,360

SHOP

The Beatrice Ring
with 1.38ct Emerald

Aquamarine, $10,360

SHOP

The Ada Ring with 0.9ct 
Emerald Morganite $4,670

SHOP

The 
gemstone
edit
From romantic morganites, serene 
aquamarines and glittering
spinels, these unique heirloom 
rings will be treasured for all time.

The Juliette Ring
with 2.95ct Cushion

Spinel, $5,240

SHOP

The Ada Ring with 1.91ct 
Pear Cherry Spinel, $3,740

SHOP
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The Juniper Ring with 1.05ct Oval Parti

Sapphire ($4,980)

The Nova Ring with 1.06ct Rose Cut Pink Sapphire 

($3,740), The Nova Ring with 1.2ct Rose Cut Purple 

Sapphire ($3,665)

The Juniper Ring with 1.05ct Oval Parti Sapphire ($4,980), The Celine Ring with 0.87ct Oval Ceylon Sapphire 

($4,500), The Toi Et Moi Ring with 0.26ct Round and 0.42ct Pear Cultured Diamonds ($3,690)
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The Fine Art Stack, $204

A picture perfect present of
gleaming golden hoops and 
vibrant peridot charms. This 
set of golden adornments 
will be enjoyed on
all occasions.

SHOP

The Croissant Signet Ring, $118

An oh-so sweet signet to enjoy on 
the daily. Perfect for stacking with 
one’s favourite golden rings, this gift 
will go down a treat.

SHOP

Let’s Get Closer:
Family Edition, $49

Take your next family
reunion to a deeper level
with these conversation
cards, designed to spark

discussions and strengthen
your familial bonds.

SHOP

The Sweetheart Pearl
Drop Earrings, $108

With eye-catching heart-shaped
pearls, these drop earrings are sure

to surprise and delight.

SHOP

Save 10%

Gifts for 
Your Inner 
Circle
Make your bond even stronger with 
these tokens of appreciation for the 
friends who feel like family, and the 
family that feel like best friends.
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Cat Person Cologne, $64

As comforting as one’s most
beloved feline or cashmere
sweater, this soft and cosy
scent is the perfect treat.

SHOP

3 for $150
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The Mirror Mirror Necklace, $178

A shining pendant of Mother of Pearl 
hung upon a glistening gold chain, this 

necklace is a gift that inspires. 

SHOP

The Gold Stargazer Bracelet, $128

This twinkling cluster of star-set
Zirconia swathes the wrist in a
rainbow of shimmers, inspiring
joy at every glance.

SHOP

The Gruyère Cheese Candle $42

For foodies and lovers of all things 
kitsch, this unexpected candle is the 

perfect talking piece.

SHOP

The Mystic Topaz Ring, $44

A sleek sparkle is found in this 
topaz adornment, the perfect 

stacking ring for jewellery
collectors old and new.

SHOP

The Starburst Topaz
Signet Ring, $118

With three star-set topazes, 
this signet ring is a timeless 
treasure that’s set to be
well-adored.

SHOP

The Tea Party Matcha
Signet Ring, $138

With it’s vibrant green hues, this 
signet brings a festive gleam to
one’s holiday ring stack.

SHOP

The Top to Topaz
Stud Stack, $216

Give them the chance 
to unleash their styling 

creativity with this topaz 
earring stack, perfect for
mixing-and-matching to 
create a myriad of looks.

SHOP

Save 10%
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The Sweetheart Pearl Drop Earrings ($108)

The Tea Party Coffee Signet Ring ($138),
The Croissaint Signet Ring ($118)The Love Letter Hoop Earrings ($128)

The Mystic Topaz Ring ($98), The Starlight
Topaz Ring ($118), The Solar Ring ($78)
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The Farfalle Pasta Candle, $42

For something truly unique,
this farfalle candle is a
delightful surprise.

SHOP

Rain Drops Cologne, $64

Gift a moment of pause with
this fresh and earthy fragrance.
Like the scent that lingers after 
a refreshing downpour, this 
cologne is sure to please.

SHOP

The Wishing Star
Stud Earrings, $118 

A pair of twinkling 
topaz studs, for a gift 
that’s sure to charm.

SHOP

The Sunshine Pearl Huggies, $128

Classic pearl earrings, reimagined. 
These eye-catching huggies bring a 
sunlit shimmer to every look.

SHOP

Forget-me-
nots
There’s always an extra name (or 
few) that appears on your gift list at 
the last minute. Keep these surprises 
up your sleeve to show they’ve always 
been front-of-mind.

The Amia Pearl Ring, $64

A sweetly distinct ring of
freshwater pearls, perfect 
for summertime stacking.

SHOP

Best seller
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3 for $150
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The Gold Petrichor
Aquamarine Bracelet, $88

An elegant bracelet that features 
a dainty pearl and an aquamarine 
charm to bring a subtle shimmer to 
every look.

SHOP

Flower Zodiac Sticker 
Card Set, $20

A personalised gift that 
keeps giving, with zodiac 
stickers to and
birthflower seeds to bring 
an everlasting delight.

SHOP 

The Dreamy Pearl
Stud Earrings, $78

Timeless pearl earrings
with a unique twist, these

dreamy studs will be loved
by minimalists and
maximalists alike.

SHOP

The Halo Pearl
Stud Earrings, $118

Timeless pearl studs swathed in 
a halo of gold, these gleaming 
earrings are the perfect 
sure-to-please treat.

SHOP

Let’s Get Closer:
Table Talk, $38

Icebreakers done differently 
- this pocket-sized card

deck offers 52 conversation
starters to take your from
acquaintances to friends.

SHOP

Solspell Lip Oil, $28

A thoughtful treat,
this lip oil offers daily
moments of self-care to 
keep them looking shiny.

SHOP

Best seller
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The Halo Pearl Stud Earrings ($118), The Droplet Pearl Huggies ($118), 
The Sunshine Pearl Huggies ($128)
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James Street Westfield Chermside

We’re here to help you create magic for every occasion. For expert guidance on 
choosing the perfect gift, reach out to us via email or phone, or visit us in-store.
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